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Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Waterproof Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Tear-Resistant Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Travel MapNational Geographic's Chile

Adventure Map is the perfect travel companion for adventure travelers exploring this long and

narrow coastal country occupying much of South America's Pacific coastline. Expertly researched,

the map combines unparalleled detail with a user-friendly design, including a handy index of towns,

cities and National Parks and Reserves, to help locate them quickly, as well as a clearly marked

road network of highways, major and minor roads, and unpaved roads, labeled with distances. In

addition, hundreds of well-known and off the beaten path cultural, historical and recreational points

of interest are highlighted, including UNESCO World Heritage Sites, archeological sites, beaches,

lighthouses, monuments, churches, spas and areas for skiing, fishing and surfing. Outdoor

adventurers will find mapped hiking trails along with such topographic features as contour lines,

elevations and labeled peaks.The map conveniently covers the country in four sections: from its

northern borders with Peru and Bolivia to the city of Copiapo; the next section continues south,

through the capital of Santiago, to Concepcion; then into Patagonia and the city of Coihaique, the

Chonos Archipelago and Moraleda Channel; finally to the southernmost part of the country with its

National Parks and Preserves, including Alberto de Agostini National Park. The long border with

Argentia is shown with border crossings. Inset maps cover Easter Island and the Juan Fernandez

Islands. This unique map, with its abundance of specialized content. compliments any

guidebook.Every Adventure Map is printed on durable synthetic paper, making them waterproof,

tear-resistant and tough Ã¢â‚¬â€• capable of withstanding the rigors of international travel.Map
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Founded in 1915 as the Cartographic Group, the first division of National Geographic, National

Geographic Maps has been responsible for illustrating the world around us through the art and

science of mapmaking.Today, National Geographic Maps continues this mission by creating the

world's best wall maps, recreation maps, atlases, and globes which inspire people to care about and

explore their world.

This is NOT an "adventure map" just a poorly designed map of Chile. Segments are way to large to

be of any use, and quite a bit of space wasted with ocean and pictures of things (like the statues of

Easter Island) that are WAY bigger than the maps of any specific area. Don't bother.

My son said this will be great to have on his year-long stay in Santiago.

It is very useful for overall planning of a trip to South America later on this year. I purchased it

because I had a National Geographic map of New Zealand that I used for a trip there last year that I

liked very much. Although it is not detailed enough to do detailed planning, it provides enough detail

to see where there are major roads, cities, etc. The fact that it is printed on "plastic" is a plus as well.

Really not a helpful map. Not big enough to see any useful roads, no blow-ups of city regions. It's

not worth the money. Poorly designed and doesn't utilize space to show you as much as possible. I

consider it a waste of money.

This is a great map printed on quality paper which easily survived 4 weeks of trecking through this

wonderful country. I highly recommend it.

Very clear and easy to use.

National Geographic puts out a very precise and thorough map. I got this one for my daughter who

is doing a year of study abroad in Santiago, Chile. This map will help her explore the country during

her breaks from school.



Good for an overview of Chile and getting general directions. Well made and the tear resistant

waterproof paper is very nice and will last. Used it for general directional support while driving in

Chile, but relied on my GPS.
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